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It Is Time To Fight for the Republic:  
Stop This Coup Now 

After nearly four years in which the British and         
U.S. intelligence agencies have constantly pursued      
the destruction of candidate and then President       
Donald Trump, as a “Putin agent”, it is time that          
patriotic Americans move up to a higher level of         
this fight against British imperialism. 

This blatant “color revolution”, or attempted      
coup d’etat, now calling itself an “impeachment” of        
the President—and never having made a single       
sane case or argument to the American       
people—must now be defeated. There is a brief        
but wide-open window of opportunity to stop it        
now, because powerful new evidence has exposed       
the ugly CIA/NSC/British MI6 hand waving the       
Democratic Party puppet. The late statesman,      
American System economist, and British     
intelligence nemesis Lyndon LaRouche insisted on      
principles to win a really important political fight:        
Keep flanking the enemy on a higher level; keep         
raising the understanding of your own forces to a         
level above the enemy’s thinking. 

Imagine, already, that we have lifted the       
President to a higher ground: He is fighting for his          
Moon-Mars mission “Project Artemis”, and his      
policy of cooperation with the other spacefaring       
powers for peace and progress, against a       
Democratic Party which has been forced to       
abandon impeachment and go to election on the        
“green new deal”. He is backed by the growing         
“Committees of Correspondence” of Lyndon     
LaRouche’s Political Action Committee, LPAC, with      
LaRouche’s full “four laws” program to rebuild the        
American and international economy. With Wall      
Street set to crash again, LaRouche’s movement is        
crowding Congress to break up the Wall Street  

 

megabanks with the Glass-Steagall Act, and      
establish a Hamiltonian National Bank so that we        
can build new infrastructure, here and in South        
America and Africa. 

That is the level this war against the coup can          
get to, by expanding now to bring in many more          
Americans, and get them moving others into       
action. The “impeachment” phase of this coup is        
putting on its last fake picture show during this         
month; it can, potentially, be shut down and go no          
further. But the underlying attempt to remove       
Trump from Presidential power, now four years       
old, is not a partisan Democrat matter, but a         
British intelligence attack, involving U.S.     
intelligence agencies sedition—the word of     
Attorney General Barr. 

The intelligence agencies’ conspirators and     
their national media megaphones will not give up        
without being decisively defeated. President     
Trump can win battles in this war—he has already         
won some. But he cannot win the war unless         
Americans think and act bigger than you have        
been willing thus far. This must become, more and         
more, a mass movement against these agencies’       
trying regime change in America. 

The larger that movement of “Committees of       
Correspondence” becomes, LaRouchePAC will    
always have the correspondence, the weapons to       
circulate through them. Right now, Scott Ritter’s       
“The ‘Whistleblower’ and the Politicization of      
Intelligence” in Consortium News Nov. 27; and       
Barbara Boyd’s LaRouche PAC lead on Nov. 29,        
“The Third Phase of the Coup: Treason in High         
Places, as the Fascist Ukraine Coup Comes Home        
to Roost in the U.S.”; are crucial. 
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